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Monarch 



Monarch 

•  Pros 
–  Most popular import 

utility from “printed” 
reports 

–  Imports PDF, text, 
HTML, DBF, MDB, 
XLS, etc. 

–  ODBC compliant 
–  Exports to most 

applications 
–  Handles master/detail 

reports 

•  Cons 
–  Can also be done with 

free regular 
expressions 



ACL 



ACL 

•  Pros 
–  Most popular software 

package 
–  ODBC compliant 
–  Handles huge 

databases 
–  ACLScript 

•  Powerful scripting 
language 

•  Cons 
–  Primarily written for 

audit work, not 
specifically for fraud 
work 

•  Although a fraud 
module exists 



IDEA 



IDEA 

•  Pros 
–  Popular with auditors 
–  ODBC compliant 
–  Handles huge 

databases 
–  Scripting support 

•  Cons 
–  Primarily written for 

audit work, not 
specifically for fraud 
work 



Excel + ActiveData 

•  Pros 
–  Works within Excel 

•  Easy to learn 

–  Brings many of IDEA 
and ACL’s functions to 
Excel 

–  Cheaper than IDEA or 
ACL 

•  Cons 
–  Works within Excel 

•  65K record limit 



Microsoft Access 

•  Pros 
–  Easy database 
–  Real database 

•  SQL, multiple tables 

–  Visual queries 
–  Excellent ODBC front 

end 
–  Reporting, Forms 

•  Cons 
–  250K record limit on 

internal database 
•  Put SQL Server behind 

it, and you get around 
this 

–  General application - 
not specific to data 
analysis 



Picalo 

•  Data analysis toolkit with emphasis on 
fraud detection 

•  Community-supported 
•  Detectlets 

– Bridge the gap between non-technical 
analysts and technical analysts 

– Working toward an AI-based, automatic fraud 
detection program 

•  Get it free from http://www.picalo.org/ 
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Picalo 

•  Pros 
–  Scripting-based 

•  Powerful 

–  Based in the free 
Python language 

•  Language has a lot of 
features and history 

–  Free 
–  ODBC compliant 

•  Cons 
–  Scripting-based 
–  No support 



Specialized Tools 

•  SAS and SPSS 
–  Statistical packages with fraud modules 
–  Useful in specialized areas 

•  Scripting languages 
–  Perl, VB.net, VBA, Ruby, Python 
–  More difficult to learn, but useful for any type of automation 

•  Full-text search tools 
–  WinGREP, Lucine, Sphinx 
–  Good for email analysis, full text search  

•  Database packages 
–  MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, etc. 
–  Very useful when combined with a front end like ACL or IDEA 


